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Abstract 
Indoor pedestrian streets in China developed rapidly in recent years. The current national fire safety standards do not give 
clear requirements on fire protection design. Fire safety design departments have difficulties in controlling the design, so 
there are many problems in the fire protection design to be solved. Based on structure characteristics and application status 
of large-scale commercial buildings, focusing on various existing difficulties in the indoor pedestrian streets fire protection 
design process, this thesis defines indoor pedestrian streets fire design ideas, and puts forward fire safety measures that 
should be taken in the interior pedestrian streets in the layout, fire separation, fire facilities, etc. 
© 2012 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
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1. Introduction 
With the diversification of market demands and diversity of business modes, the traditional commercial buildings for 
shopping only are gradually transformed into multifunctional large commercial buildings in various forms, which integrate 
hopping, dining, entertainment, culture, arts and other consumer functions. While the indoor pedestrian streets can not only 
improve environment application conditions and climate adaptability, but also integrate the space and functions of 
connected commercial buildings, which greatly improves space efficiency. Indoor pedestrian streets is shown in 
Fig.1.However, its unique function and structure brings many problems in fire zone separation, evacuation, smoke exhaust 
and other aspects in fire protection design. Now there is no domestic specific regulation for indoor pedestrian streets design. 
It is not only a theoretical topic of academic research, but also an urgent practical problem to solve that how to avoid the 
blindness in fire design of indoor pedestrian streets, proper handling and solving all the process, and ensuring fire safety of 
indoor pedestrian streets. Combining the problems encountered in engineering practice, I make analysis on fire design of 
indoor pedestrian streets and put forward fire prevention measures that should be taken. 
      
Fig. 1.  Indoor Pedestrian streets 
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2. Difficulties in fire design of indoor pedestrian streets 
As there are entrances set in shops on both sides of indoor pedestrian streets, the customers can flow in the shops through 
the pedestrian streets. In addition, the commercial buildings on both sides of indoor pedestrian streets vary in forms, with 
not only small shops in tight rows, but also large supermarkets and main shops, both enclosed space, and open or semi-open 
circulated space. Therefore, the fire safety design difficulties mainly exist in the following aspects: 
 In accordance with current fire design specifications, indoor pedestrian streets as a limited interior space, the closed 
space surrounded by buildings should comply with the relevant provisions of the atrium, and fire compartment area 
should be calculated by overlying the connected areas of upper and lower floors. If using roller shutters or walls to 
separate fire compartments, it will undoubtedly undermine the effect of architectural design, but not separating will result 
in over-large compartment area, exceeding regulatory requirements. 
 Evacuation distance from indoor outdoor pedestrian streets to a safe outdoor place often exceeds the specified safe 
evacuation distance. 
 Fire escapes of the shops are set in the pedestrian streets, and evacuation must be done through the indoor pedestrian 
streets. 
 The smoke design of current national fire safety design specifications is not applicable for indoor pedestrian streets. 
Designers often design natural smoke exhaust by referring to specifications on the requirements of atrium natural smoke 
exhaust, but there are some problems which can not be overlooked: first, due to "laminarization" phenomenon, for the 
ceiling with clearance height greater than 12m, whether natural smoke exhaust windows can produce real effects; second, 
in many cases, indoor pedestrian streets also burdens safe evacuation of the shops , which meets atrium smoke exhaust 
design requirements of current fire protection standards. Whether it can ensure the evacuation safety of people in indoor 
pedestrian streets. 
 Although the indoor pedestrian streets is used for people passage, some problems may appear in the operation of 
commercial buildings: first, various temporary booths or stands set in the indoor pedestrian streets will not only increase 
the fire load, but also affect the safe evacuation; second, to protect the shopping environment from the outdoor weather 
conditions, in the course of business operation some commercial buildings open the smoke exhaust outlets and set doors 
and windows at the entrances and on the top of the indoor pedestrian streets, which changes the conditions of safe 
evacuation and smoke exhaust, posing a fire hazard. 
3. Indoor pedestrian streets fire design ideas 
The biggest difference of indoor pedestrian streets from the outdoor one lies in the roof, so it does not have equal safety 
of outdoor street. The people evacuated from the shops on both sides have to pass the pedestrian streets before reaching a 
safe location outdoors. So pedestrian streets is a transition area and an additional part of the evacuation passage. Ideally, the 
people in an indoor pedestrian streets can enjoy equal safety conditions of outdoors during evacuation. Therefore, the 
question whether indoor pedestrian streets can serve as an evacuation safe zone, will directly affect the business layout and 
building fire safety design. For this purpose, I put forward the following design ideas: 
 Control the fire within the shops, to avoid it spreading to the indoor pedestrian streets 
When fire occurs in shops on the side, try to control the fire in a small range as possible, in particular, to avoid fire and 
smoke spreading to the indoor pedestrian streets. Usually this can be done by taking active and passive fire protection 
measures. 
Separate fire compartment reasonably. Separate the shops that face the pedestrian streets using certain fire-resistant 
dividers to separate the fire, to limit the spread of fire within the shop. In the shops, automatic fire alarm system, smoke 
exhaust system and automatic sprinkler systems shall be installed to timely detect the fire, control early fire and smoke 
spread, and limit the spread of fire from the shops into the pedestrian streets. 
Indoor pedestrian streetss should have sufficient width, to ensure that even though the fire spreads out of the shops, it 
will not reach the other side of the pedestrian streets. 
 Avoid the pedestrian streets from being the route of fire spread 
In order to avoid indoor pedestrian streetss from being the route of fire spread, ensure that the floor, wall, and ceiling 
material will not lead to the spread of the fire. Non-combustible material can be considered; load-bearing structure should 
have sufficient fire resistance to ensure the safety of evacuation and fire fighting and rescue. 
Measures should be taken to limit the spread of smoke in the pedestrian streets. The ideal condition of smoke control is 
that, the smoke exhaust systems in the shops can start in time and exhaust the smoke effectively, to prevent the smoke from 
spreading into the pedestrian streets. However, considering that the fire in the shops may go out of control, or the smoke 
exhaust systems in the shops do not start in time or start effectively, or the fire uncontrolled by the fire extinguishing system 
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will soon nullify the indoor exhaust system, etc., there are possibilities that the smoke in the shops spreads to the pedestrian 
streets. And sometimes unavoidably there are small amounts of combustible that can produce smoke when fire occurs, so it 
is necessary to install smoke exhaust system in the pedestrian streets. 
To prevent movable combustible in the pedestrian streets, such as holiday decorations, temporary stands, etc., from 
causing fire, it should be considered to install automatic sprinkler system or automatic scanning and positioning fire 
extinguishing system in the corridor and larger atrium of the indoor pedestrian streets. 
  Ensure that people within the indoor pedestrian streets can be quickly evacuated to the outside 
The people detained in the shops and pedestrian streets may not be familiar with building and evacuation routes. Even if 
the building provides relatively safe evacuation routes and fire exits independent of the pedestrian streets, it should also be 
considered due to unfamiliarity people may evacuate through the pedestrian streets, resulting in extended time of evacuation. 
Indoor pedestrian streets, after all, does not have the equal safety of outdoors, so measures should be taken in favor of quick 
evacuation. 
The pedestrian streets should not be used for purposes other than human passage. There should be no arrangement of 
fixed commercial stalls or obstacles impeding the evacuation, and adequate width should be maintained to meet the 
evacuation needs and to avoid being overcrowded, which will affect the speed of evacuation. 
If the exit of shop connects directly to the indoor pedestrian streets, and extends to a safe place outside via the pedestrian 
streets, the distance from the exit of shop to the exit of the pedestrian streets should be controlled without being too long. 
As a main channel for safe evacuation, the pedestrian streets should have good emergency lighting and evacuation 
instructions to ensure smooth evacuation in case of fire. For indoor pedestrian streets with more complex or longer 
evacuation routes, emergency lighting should be strengthened, intelligent evacuation signs should be set, and fire emergency 
broadcast system should be allocated, to guide the evacuation in order. 
 Create favorable conditions for external fire fighting and rescue 
Even if the pedestrian streets is equipped with automatic fire extinguishing system, it does not rule out the case for 
various reasons fire occurs and spreads, which will need fire fighting service and rescue. Basic fire fighting and rescue 
measures are: 
Overall planning and rational setting of commercial building’s fire track create favorable external conditions for the fire 
brigade to perform rescue, and facilitate quick access for fire engines to the inside or fire site of commercial building. 
If the indoor pedestrian streets is relatively long, indoor pedestrian streets entrances should be set on the first floor at 
certain intervals for firefighters’ access. Fire rescue operation site should be set on the side of the building more than 24m in 
height, and window entrance for firefighters should be set on each floor on the wall where fire operation is performed. For 
the convenience of access to water, in addition to setting the fire hydrant within the shops, the fire hydrant and hose reel 
should also be set up within the pedestrian streets. 
4. Indoor pedestrian streets fire protection measures 
Each layer of indoor pedestrian streets, through the atrium gallery and escalator are connected with each other, creating 
an open, transparent continuous interior space. This open and transparent settings, the commercial building shopping 
personnel can easily recognize direction, on emergency evacuation is very beneficial, but also insightful space indoor 
pedestrian streets has enough smoke storage space, slowing the smoke sedimentation velocity. But because the evacuation 
through indoor pedestrian streets to via staircases were evacuated, so need to ensure indoor pedestrian streets fire 
safety.Combining the stated fire safety design ideas, I propose the following fire protection measures: 
4.1. Layout 
Rational design of indoor pedestrian streets layout has a positive significance in reducing fire hazards to people and 
property, reducing economic losses and facilitating fire rescue. 
To reduce fire risk, commercial buildings should not operate or store commodities with fire risk properties classified as A 
and B, and no food stands should not be set on the pedestrian streets. To prevent the fire in the shops or in the pedestrian 
streets from spreading to or along the pedestrian streets, the pedestrian streets width shall meet requirements of fire 
prevention distance, 8m at least. The pedestrian streets should not be longer than 300m. If it is longer than 300m, open 
passage with width not less than 6m should be set at places within 300m, in order to facilitate the evacuation, and to delay 
and prevent the spread of fire, working as a fire barrier. 
The exits of shops on sides should connect directly to the pedestrian streets, and the exits connecting the shops and the 
pedestrian streets can be designed as fire escapes. The distance from the shop exit to a nearest outdoor place of safety should 
not be greater than 60m, in order to facilitate safe evacuation. 
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Loop fire engine track should be set around the commercial buildings. If there are difficulties, fire engine tracks with 
width not less than 6m should be set on two long sides of the building. If the length of the building’s outer boundary is 
greater than 150m or the total length is greater than 220m, a track through the building should be set. To facilitate fire 
engines’ access, do not set obstacles at the entrance of the street, or set seats, landscape, and other facilities in the street. Do 
not affect fire fighting or the passage of fire engines. Set fire track signs on the ground, in which there should be no 
obstacles or open doors & windows or steps, etc. 
4.2. Fire separation 
 For non-food shops, shop building area should not exceed 300 m2, and the pedestrian streets and shops should be 
separated with 1.0h window-type spray cooling system protective tempered glass for fire separation; if the building area 
is  more than 300 m2, 2.0h type one should be used. 
 The shop door that opens to the indoor pedestrian streets should be able to automatically shut down when fire occurs, and 
it should be sealed well to prevent the smoke entering into the interior pedestrian streets. The door should meet the fire 
resistance of not less than 1.0h. A space no less than 500mm should be left between the top of the door and the ceiling as 
smoke accumulating space. It is recommended to use a two-way spring door with electromagnetic absorber, so that the 
doors automatically close in case of emergency power-off due to fire. And ensure that both sides can be opened and 
automatically closed after opening. 
 The fire resistance of the walls between the shops with building area less than 300m2 should not be lower than 2.0h; for 
shops greater than 300m2, use walls with fire resistance not less than 3.0h to separate the adjacent shops; the walls should 
be built to the bottom of the upper floor. The horizontal distance between the door and window openings on both sides of 
the walls should be no less than 2.0m. 
 Fire damper which can be automatically closed at 70 should be set in the air conditioner and ventilation pipe through 
the fire wall of the shop, and smoke damper which can be automatically closed at 280 should be set in the smoke 
exhaust pipe. 
4.3. Fire fighting facilities 
 Fire extinguishing system: automatic sprinkler system should be set in the pedestrian streets corridor, and fast response 
sprinklers should be used. For atrium area fixed fire monitor system should be used. Fire hydrant and hose reel should be 
set at intervals of 50m in the indoor pedestrian streets. 
 Fire detection and alarm system: point-type smoke detectors should be set in the pedestrian streets corridor; beam line 
smoke detectors can be set at the top of the pedestrian streets. 
 Smoke system: natural draft system can be used in the pedestrian streets. Sufficient natural draft windows should be 
arranged in the ceiling, exhausting the smoke in the street timely by reliable linkage starting. The area of natural draft 
windows should be no less than 20% of  the pedestrian streets surface. 
 The emergency lighting and evacuation signs: centralized power and centralized control type should be used. Light-type 
evacuation signs which can maintain a visual continuity should be set on the ground the evacuation routes of the 
pedestrian streets. The evacuation signs should use safe voltage, and the intervals of ground evacuation signs should be 
no greater than 5m. 
5. Conclusion 
Indoor pedestrian streets in China developed rapidly in recent years. The current national fire safety standards do not give 
clear requirements on fire protection design. Fire safety design departments have difficulties in controlling the design , so 
there are many problems in the fire protection design to be solved. Basically, the proposed fire safety measures are able to 
meet the current needs of using indoor pedestrian streets, which are also realistic and can provide new ideas for indoor 
pedestrian streets fire safety design. Only reasonable measures can reduce fire risk, to ensure fire safety of indoor pedestrian 
streets. 
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